
Young Persons
Participation Group 

MHST - BwD Secondary



As a new service staff realised how important it was for young
people to have a voice and a say in the service. Soon after starting up

they started looking at ways in developing a participation group -
Due to the pandemic they started up the groups online. - First job -

PROMOTION!!

Starting out



They advertised on social media, in schools and gave individual posters to
Young People they were already supporting



We started out very slow! But gradually our numbers
increased and word spread amongst young people and we
soon had a 'core group' of dedicated young people eager

to engage and to help us deliver the best service we could.



We continue to meet monthly via Zoom but do meet
ocassionally face to face at the Local Youth Zone



Things we have done so far....

Designed a LOGO!!



Attended a Wellbeing
Champion Weekend

residential with Blackburn
Youth Forum!



Created Art Work



Supported
PAPYRUS in

making a video
around HOPE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECcGDCKjiME


Created social media
content



More Art Work!



Filmed a video to show
young people about the
wider ELCAS service (still

being created)



Attended Meetings with Professionals to Talk to them
about what it is like to be supported by the Mental Health

Support Team



Given feedback on lots of different things including a
new leaflet that is being designed



Made Videos
to share our
experiences



I like coming to the Participation Group because I
am very passionate about mental health and

want to be a Counsellor in the future. I am
enjoying making friends from different schools

and am looking forward to meeting up in real life
soon. I have enjoyed giving my ideas and am

happy that our ideas actually get used for
example the social media content we created. I

would reccommend anyone to come to the
group who is interested in mental health.

Why we like the Participation Group!



I like coming to the participation group
because it makes me feel good that I am
making a difference. I like being involved
in something and seeing what goes on

behind the scenes. I am looking forward
to helping the team with transition

sessions in schools over the summer
holidays.

 

Why we like the Participation Group!



I like coming to the participation
group because I get to do new

things. Last time we met we played
Wheelchair Basketball which was

great!
I also helped design the Logo (My

design won the competition) Every
time I see it I feel really proud



Next week we are joining in the Blackburn Pride Parade
- we will be walking in the Parade and we will be telling
Young People to visit the MHST stall to get information

and advice around Mental Health

Whats Next?!



At our next meeting we are going to be designing
posters to be displayed in schools to help promote the

MHST



We are going to be trying to get more
young people to join our group - we
have some year 11s who leave this
year so we need new members :-)



Thankyou for reading
and listening to our
presentation - we

hope you have found
it useful. From all of

us in the
Participation Group


